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Read the input sequences and their translation codes from a file
named IN.TXT. Compute two distance matrices: one for radical

residues (HON-RAL), and one for conservative residues (HON-CON).
HON-RAL and HON-CON are stored in the matrix file, HON-HOME.OUT.
F. Estimate the codon substitution distance of the amino acid groups
(HON-SET). There are three amino acid groups: charge groups (C),

polarity groups (P), and those of Miyata and Yasunaga (MY). Change
the number of amino acids in the first group and the second group.
Define amino acid groups by yourself. For example, to change an

amino acid group, you can type HIN-SET-C0 0-1, if the first group is C,
and HIN-SET-P0 0-1, if it is P. Estimate radical non-synonymous

distances between pairs of protein coding DNA sequences, using HON-
RAL and HON-CON matrices, and HON-SET. Output is displayed in a
text file. Notes Any one-letter code of amino acid is acceptable. The
program recognizes any of the four one-letter codes of amino acid

groups, [C], [M], [F], [W]. The program assumes that the classification
of amino acids are charge (-,0,+), polarity (-,+), and those of Miyata
and Yasunaga (MY). [M] only denotes asparagine The third line of the
file self.div, if there are three groups, is a space, the first amino acid

in the first group, a space, the number of amino acids in the first
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group, and the second amino acid of the first group. All of these are
used to estimate the radical distances of three amino acids. For

example, to compute the radical distance of six amino acids, one can
input the file self.div as follows: -A-10-1-1-1-1 1-1-1-1 -P-1-2 P+1-1 -P-

-C-1 -C-1-1-1-1 The first line specifies three classes of amino acids:
Asparagine (A) and Proline (P), and those of
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In the case of the conservative parameter, the sequence identity is
calculated between two DNA sequences, firstly by eliminating all the

amino acid deletions and second by estimating the weight of an
amino acid pair by the amino acid pairwise distance matrix. The
weight of a pair of amino acids is defined by the distance in the

original matrix, and the weight of deletion of one amino acid in the
sequence is defined by the distance of the amino acid from the amino

acid deletion point. ## References: Hughes, J. D., M. Ota, and H. T.
Nei (1990), A method for estimating the distance between amino acid

sequences, Mol. Biol. Evol. 7, 78-85. Miyata, M. and R. Yasunaga
(1988), Algorithms for amino acid substitutions: Codon pairs related

to physicochemical differences between amino acids, Meth. Enzymol.
154, 536-550. ## Examples: HON-NEW Crack can be run from the

following command line: source file.sh sha1-dna.pl | head -n10 | cut
-f3-10 | xmgrace -d -v - | sort | uniq -c | grep 'k=1,2,4' | sort -k1,1n

Here, source.sh is file for providing a sequence. Recognition by
Escherichia coli exonuclease VII of the 3'-terminal nucleotide of the
four-way helix junction of 5S rRNA. Escherichia coli exonuclease VII
discriminates the three-nucleotide, three-way junction, 3'-terminal

extension of the four-way helix junction in the bulge region of
bacterial 5S ribosomal RNA. The enzyme cleaves DNA in an unordered

conformation and the four-way junction adopts an L-shape. Only
3'-terminal purine nucleotides are substrates for the enzyme. The
enzyme has virtually no sequence specificity for the 3'-terminal
residue of the junction. The 5'-nucleotide at the beginning of the

extension does not appear to influence the cleavage by exonuclease
VII.Intraoperative ultrasound in liver surgery: 5 years of experience.

The aim of the study was to analyse the b7e8fdf5c8
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HON-NEW

Version: 1.0.1, November 2006 Input: DNA sequences Output:
Conserved distances (in the form of a matrix), or Amino acid groups
Note: The default parameters of the application are usually
reasonable. However, the approximate divergence time should be
given. This is an executable Java(tm)2 program. It will run under
Microsoft Windows XP. It is not a Java application and does not require
any Java software to be installed. The HON-NEW application is free to
use for both academic and industrial purposes. It is distributed under
the GNU GPL license. If you distribute this application to your
colleagues please inform them that you have used it. See also
(Hierarchical Ordering with Nucleotide substitutions) (Nei-Gojobori
method) (Kimura 2-parameter method) (HKY85 method) (Hasegawa,
Kishino and Yano method) (Li and Fu method) (Zhang method)
(WAG94 codon substitution model) (JTT substitution model)
References Further reading Category:Protein methods Category:DNA
Category:Bioinformatics algorithmsSir, Percutaneous endoscopic
gastrostomy (PEG) insertion is a cost-effective and well-tolerated
method for a long-term enteral nutrition.\[[@ref1][@ref2]\] Although
PEG insertion is relatively easy, its complications and reinsertions
have been reported.\[[@ref3][@ref4]\] Herein, we report a rare
complication after insertion of PEG tube - central venous thrombosis
(CVT). A 73-year-old male patient had a malignant obstructive
jaundice. The patient had surgery of an unresectable liver tumor and
presented with a jaundice and altered hepatic function test. A PEG
tube was implanted to provide enteral nutrition. The patient was
discharged after 12 days from surgery and kept in a care center. He
was referred to our hospital 3 months after the insertion of PEG tube.
His vital signs were stable and physical examination revealed a
palpable PEG tube in the left paraumbilical region. Moreover, patient
was having poor oral intake. With a suspicion of CVT, a contrast-
enhanced computed tomography (
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HON-NEW is a new program in the HON series that can estimate
conservative and radical nonsynonymous distances between two
amino acid sequences. The program is obtained by modifying the
original method of Hughes, Ota, and Nei (1990) by taking into account
the transition bias. Six different measures for radical and conservative
distances are provided. In addition, it is possible to define amino acid
groups (based on charge, polarity, or Miyata and Yasunaga's
categories) so that changes among groups are radical and within
groups are conservative. In order to do that, create a file named
self.div by the following method: In the first line of self.div, the groups
of amino acids (e.g., in the case of charge, there are three groups
[-,0,+]), the second line is the number of amino acids in the first
group, a space, and the amino acids in the group. The next line will be
the information for the second group. One only needs to input the
information of the first n-1 groups, if there are n groups in total,
because the last group can be derived from the information of the
first n-1 groups. One-letter code of amino acids should be used. Then
will be the information for the remaining groups. In the case of
charge, there are three groups [-,0,+], then four lines should be
inputted. The first line is the amino acids of the third group (there is
only one group) and the rest two lines are the amino acids of the
second group. For polarity, there are two groups [-,+,0], then three
lines should be inputted. The first line is the amino acids of the first
group and the rest two lines are the amino acids of the second group.
The amino acids of the first group (- or +) are not counted, because
they do not have any radical and conservative characteristics. For
Miyata's group, there are four groups [1,2,3,4], then five lines should
be inputted. The first line is the amino acids of the first group and the
rest four lines are the amino acids of the fourth group. The third and
fourth groups are not counted, because they have nothing to do with
radical and conservative distances. The following is a sample output:
$HON-NEW self.div 3,2 [A,V][,0] [Y,S][S,T] 4,3 [
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System Requirements For HON-NEW:

It is highly recommended to have a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 680 or AMD
Radeon R9 290 series video card or equivalent. Recommended
Specifications: Intel® Core™ i5-4590 Processor Intel® Core™ i5-4670
Processor Intel® Core™ i7-4790 Processor Intel® Core™ i7-4770
Processor Intel® Core™ i7-4720 Processor Intel® Core™ i7-4800MQ
Processor Intel®
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